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hoyden
patrick kelling

She reminded herself that the pain of a horse stepping her arm was small compared to the pain of being trampled.
But this didn’t help in the moment.
Playing ring-around-the-rosie she pretended she felt her fractured wrist bones separate, then collide, then
separate again.
She pretended the opposite when she led her bay out to the pasture.
She remembered a boy who had been hitching his horse when it reared back, severing most of his fingers.
She’d painted her cast war colors when they played red rover, but got stuck at the end of the line anyway.
Her father later scolded her for covering her classmate’s signatures and for using so much tractor grease that she
had to sleep with her arm in a plastic bag.
She asked her friend what was worse, to lose three fingers for a year or to lose one finger for good.
In response her friend put her peanut butter and jelly sandwich back on the table.
During dodge ball she defected throw after throw like her cast was a shield.
She asked her friend what was worse: to be stepped on by a quarter horse or a warmblood.
Quarter horse, her friend said, they have kinder eyes.
During band hour she refused to play the flute, puckering her lips while she watched the trombones.
This wasn’t because of her wrist.
When she cut the bay’s mane into a mohawk she did the same for herself.
This was also unrelated to her wrist.
She played kickball with a wide-legged swing.
She played lava floor with unusual grace.
She played tag by circling as close to It as she could before squealing, don’t chase me, don’t chase me!
Her bay came down with colic, then got better.
Which is worse, she asked her friend.
Babies, she said, they’re deeper inside you.
She petted her bay and flicked his side with a finger, listening for the return of the hollow noise.
She threatened boys with her casted arm, but in private flicked it with a finger, listening.
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She became feared on the tetherball court because she’d learn to use her arm like a club.
She became feared on the four square court because she’d learn to use her arm like a club.
When no one else was watching she’d use a stick as a wand and move the break from her arm to her stomach.
When no one else was watching she’d lay her head against the bay’s flank without closing her eyes.
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clara
varun nayar

It was the dry thud of the door closing that first woke me. The buoyancy of sleep had been lifted, and Clara
had left nothing behind to explain her absence. The sheets on her side of the bed were bent and twisted into
canals, as if all the fighting and arguing had collapsed into sleep. Even amidst the sharp threads of daylight that
stung the wallpaper opposite my window, the looseness of waking up still muffled any sudden movements. The
restlessness lingered a little too long at my feet; I started running laps around the distances between half-asleep
and half-awake, thinking of where she could be in the moments I stopped to catch my breath. I ran for hours in
sharp bursts of conscious energy; falling often, but always forward. I ran like this till morning.
Inside my head, I visualized her walking down the stairs and out the door into the Denver sunlight. I saw her
having meaningful conversations with strangers and warm cups of coffee by herself. The more vivid she got, the
more this room began to dissolve. I saw her sitting by the study writing something down. I sat up and called out
to her, but she didn’t turn back. Instead, she just sat vacantly staring out the window. Clara, I said. Clara. Clara.
Again and again, tangled within this repetition. Her name flowed out of me with remarkable heaviness, until it
was too loud to move and was trapped beneath my tongue. Call after call, I felt the words solidify in my mouth,
filling every corner to the point I couldn’t speak anymore. I was mumbles and sounds.
She then got up, and without so much as even looking at me, walked towards the window and said, “I think it’s
going to rain today”. This rain didn’t matter; I had begun my drowning a long time ago. And now she was just
watching everything dilapidate.
It was the walls that peeled off first; the chipped paint hurtled across the room like darts, while the plywood
on the ceiling turned to elastic and melted over me. Soon, the study began to disintegrate too, unnaturally, as
if ageing within seconds. The bed that once stood unmoving and composed sank at the center. It sucked the
sheets and blankets inwards; I could see it coming for me. I scratched my arms with nervousness, creating deep
dry rivers from my elbows down to my wrists. I felt my skin peeling because of this, tiny shards of it falling off
my body and onto the funnel like surface coagulating on the bed, gradually getting pulled towards the center.
I saw her move away from the window, turn towards me and smile. I smiled back but immediately stopped,
having come to terms with my screeching inadequacy. My body, heavily damaged by this point, lay halfway
through its descent. I saw her walk towards the front door and open it. I couldn’t quiet see through to the other
side, but I know that it filled me with the deepest emptiness. I tunneled down into the bed, and everything
was dark again. I felt the gravity of falling grow quietly in the pit of my stomach. The last thing I heard was her
heels slamming against the wooden floor, leaving the room, closing the door behind her with a loud thud. I was
suddenly awoken.
It was late into the afternoon now and she still hadn’t returned. I sat up on my bed, pulled my knees up to my
chest, and decided to wait for her there. By now, the sunlight had dissolved and all that filled the room was the
soft rumble of distant clouds. It was to the sound of this music that I lay there waiting. For Clara, and her rain.
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day at the park
mercedes lawry

She ran. He ran faster. He caught her. She dissolved in reckless laughter. The dog barked. A black kite passed in
front of the sun. Nobody on the margins paid attention. It was a Thursday and tomorrow would be Friday if all
went according to plan. She liked the wind, especially when it ruffled her hair. He put up with the wind for her
sake. He was young, she was young, the dog was middle-aged, in dog years. They were in a park named after
a long-dead senator. Puzzles could be found in the dirt next to the bathhouse. Some could be easily solved by
those with suitable brain function. A certain amount of radiation leaked into the air. This was not commonly
known and did not hinder normal activity or sweet joy. Someday she would have a baby and he would be called
Tim. He would study the migration pattern of birds. He would like dogs. For the most part, he would be healthy.
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moth
maggie bára

This is the part where the police report says I was on the verge of mental breakdown. Where I couldn’t handle
the stress and went all postal. Or caustic. Or something vaguely reminiscent of crazy with a lowercase ‘c’.
“I got hired at McDonald’s and was within inches of being fired from McDonald’s in days. I couldn’t put a sandwich
together, even with the ingredients of each one blatantly listed right above my head.”
The policeman thinks that this is funny as his mustache nods approval. He scribbles something down and halfjuxtapositions a joke thinly disguised as a question.
“So McDonald’s was a challenge for you? A stressor you’d say?”
So wryly said it makes me shake.
This briefing is like therapy conducted by a bad and drunk comedian. Everything is threatening and flatly funny
for the people tucked back into the shadows. I want to wave at my mom and dad behind the one-way glass but
I know my reflection wouldn’t want to catch whatever it is I’ve got.
Boredom reminds me that questions need answers.
“Yes. That’s why Anthony became my best chance at not losing my job.”
Anthony, by the by, is where the police identify my transition into psychosis. They like this little bookmark to
begin the descent into the depths. His arrival acting as the split second where something snapped. But he’s
run off now, and grasping at adjectives and ideas I’m like a child too old to have an imaginary friend. Reciting
delusional lines and caught nakedly humiliated about the voices in my head.
“How did you start hearing- or should I say how did you meet Anthony?”
I’ve already told this to therapists and intake reporters several times. It tastes so old on my tongue now, stale
coming out. I feel like dust should be hissing off my lips.
“He would talk to me through my headset.”
I suddenly missed him like crazy. I could hear a hum in my ear.
“He was a ghost who needed my help.”
The policeman raised his eyebrows and scribbled something else down, never making eye contact. His face was
all red and scrunched up like he had to poop. I bet my parents back behind the glass had to poop too.
Answers- right, right.
“I told him I’d scratch his back if he’d scratch mine.”
The officer didn’t write that down. What I myself as a sane and level-headed individual said was unimportant.
Only the voices in my head were pertinent. But I’ve always wanted to be famous so I attempted to say something
noteworthy.
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“He told me all the ingredients to sandwiches and how to make things so fast. I only kept my job because of him.”
I eyed the blushing meatball before me.
Something I said seemed to have in fact been enduring or at least appetizing. The officer spastically began
flipping through papers laid before him.
“But it says here you were fired three days ago.”
“He told me boogers made the mayonnaise better.”
I had tried to be purposefully funny, but there was no laughing.
“He said spit made soda stop fizzing.”
The officer stuck his thumbs in his tired eyes and rubbed them, sighing as if unimpressed by my hilarious
neuropathy.
“And you believed these delusions?”
Now is the fork in the road where the police either thinks I’m a brat putting on an act of insanity to get away with
extra-petty mischief; or they believe my tormented tale of hallucinatory anguish. Either way you get thrown in a
little room with throwaway clothes and bed restraints.
“And no one noticed any strange behaviors? You were acting normally otherwise?”
I could tell which story this cop chose to trace.
“No one talks to me.” I spoke through my teeth. Gritted as could be without my molars cracking.
“Anthony was my best friend by then.”
The interviewer didn’t care and didn’t write a word down, eyes glazed and reddened from being so harshly pried.
In the newspaper report, I attempt suicide upon losing my job, and in an unsuccessful throw decide to take the
pain out on others instead. I am a sadist antisocial schizoaffective nightmare who doesn’t love mom and dad.
In the clicking interrogation room questions are posed as to why I can’t even seem to kill myself. It’s easier than
making sandwiches.
“I stole the headset because he wanted to teach me how to tie a slip knot. He said I needed a proper lesson on
how to write a suicide note. Wording, phrasing, conciseness of speech so that everyone would get whatever he
or she was truly owed. He said this was his last favor for me.”
The cop leaned back and crossed his arms. I noticed the sweat stains in his armpits.
“See, sweetheart, there are several things that don’t add up with that.”
He set his elbows hard on the table, fat fingers signaling two thoughts right in my fluorescent-drenched face.
“1.) You’re still here. You’re not dead.”
He raised his rodent-like eyebrows again in faux-surprise
“2.) If he had something he wanted you to do for him, why would he have you do this? What use is a dead girl
to a ghost?”
I shrugged, laughed a little, that crazy laugh that scares people who think they know crazy. My eyes and mouth
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answered before my head could.
“Do you think logic is an acquaintance of psychosis, Officer Gamble?”
Still laughing I attempted to rein in the moment as to prevent the handcuffs from going back on. Officer Gamble
looked disgustedly at me, shook his head, and continued the questioning. I knew he was dying to mention the
real psychopaths he’s dealt with before me.
“So why is this suicide note unfinished?”
He presented a beautifully written but crinkled note paper, blue ink randomly cutting out halfway through.
I licked my lips. The buzzing was coming back. The humming was rampant and no longer distant but right along
my shoulder, trying to kiss me.
“Headset died.”
The buzzing bites my brain.
And I swear to you that I blacked out.
“Now cooperate.” He tells me while I stop screaming and fall back into my chair.
Anthony, he is warning me, saying don’t open your mouth or I’ll sew it back up. Don’t uncross your fingers or I’ll
break them clean off. I want to tell the officer this but his mustache is in on the plan, they both want me dead.
They all want me dead.
“Restaurants don’t go to Heaven.”
Laugh or else I’ll make bows from your bones.
So I laugh and laugh and laugh until Officer Gamble strikes the metal table hard and I scream.
“ANGEL OF THE 60TH REALM I CALL YOU HALO LIKE THE HEAVY OF THE DEVIL TO THE DARK.”
Calm the waves, he says. Just sit silently and the shudder will reflect onto them. Be the smooth mirror lake
beneath the darting, manic stars. Quiet or I’ll lose you now and where will you be?
I go completely silent and still, confusing Officer Gamble into paralysis. He narrows his eyes and rocks back again,
no longer tense but weary all the same.
“I set McDonald’s on fire because Anthony was lonely and restaurants don’t have a Heaven or a Hell. Only a
stone square on the steep steps to Olympus.”
I start to cry.
All I hear is buzzing, the ocean waves in my head that echo sounds like flashing, fixing, fading sight of the sirens.
This is not my chariot, I’m screaming. This dark metal is not my vessel. No hearse or ambulance is gold, only
painted maybe.
“Am I painted too?”
I shimmer too bright and I burn up like a moth that wants the light all to herself. So she’ll let it make a mess of
her. On fire, I’m dying by my own mind set alight. Powdered wings shut to dust falling amongst the darkness at
my heels. He leaves his teeth marks in my throat, gun smoke brushing my back. A deliciously deep shade of sin.
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I tell the policeman this, and smile.
“But I’m not crazy right?”
All I do is fly too close to the light. I just want it so bad.
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the b
jamie schoffman

We called it The B. We never referred to it by its full name. None of us could do it every day if we had used its
full name. We just said, “hand me a can of The B,” and did our jobs.
I heard it was used as a pesticide. I didn’t know anything about pests. All I knew is that it killed humans really
well. Two minutes, tops.
Before the war, I was a miner. I hauled coal for the better part of my thirty-seven years. The heavy labor gave me
a muscular build. I guess that’s why they selected me for the job. The only other reason I can think of is because
I was a Jew. Juden.
***
I arrived at Birkenau on February 1st, 1942. I was on one of the first passenger trains to enter this new camp.
I call it a passenger train, but it wasn’t. It was a cattle car. And since the day I was abducted from my home in
Konigsberg, seven days prior, I had been standing. We were hoarded into the car by Germans shouting at us in a
language we didn’t understand. They pointed machine guns in our faces and stabbed at us with the butts. They
locked us in the cars with padlocks.
My friend, Gregor Kuznitisin, who I had known since the day I was born, attempted to jump off the train. They
shot him four times in the chest. After he fell, the man in charge walked over to Gregor, pulled out his Luger, and
shot him in the head. No one tried after that.
For seven days and six nights, we traveled through Poland to get to Birkenau. There were 77 people in my car
when we left Konigsberg, and 40 when we got to Birkenau. Despair killed the rest.
On the seventh night, we arrived. The train pulled directly into an encampment, passing under the German
words, “arbeit macht frei.” We were told this meant “labor will set you free.” This was another of the German’s
lies. No one was ever freed. In the 757 days that I spent at Birkenau, I never saw anyone go free.
The padlocks were cut and we were thrown onto the platform. We were separated by sex, men to the left,
women to the right. That was the last time I ever saw my neighbors alive, Mr. and Mrs. Nikolai Rozentov. I saw
them two days later when I saw their bodies lying on a pile of hundreds.
From the men, twelve of us were selected. We appeared to be the tallest and strongest of the entire train convoy
that entered the encampment. We were stripped of all our clothes and possessions, and led single file into what
appeared to be a giant steam room. We stood together, naked. The cold air outside seeped in and made us
shiver. We waited to die.
A man entered, holding his cap in his left hand, and a bottle of whiskey in the other, a cigarette dangling from his
lips. “I am SS-Obersturmbannführer Rudolf Franz Ferdinand Höss,” he said, in an anger mixed with pride I had
never heard before, “and I am the Kommandant of this camp. You select few have the most important job of all.
You are the death dealers. You will help carry out Herr Himmler’s Final Solution. You will begin by completing
the construction of what we call, ‘The Little Red House.’ After that, half of you will begin your main job, while
the other half will start construction on ‘The Little White House.’ Once both are completed, we will be fully
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operational. Your quota is 4400. I want you to kill 4400 people per day. If you do not, you will be killed. That is
all.”
We were led outside—naked—by six men with machine guns. We were brought into a small building, where we
were given our numbers. These numbers were tattooed on our left forearms. I was number 1043. My first and
last tattoo.
After our tattoos, we were taken to a barber, who used shears to cut off all our hair. We were then taken to a
shower room and told to select new clothes from a pile on the floor. We chose the clothing that was the least
tattered, frayed, and soaked with blood.
After the barber, we were given our first glimpse of the immensity of the encampment. It stretched for what
seemed like miles. Almost as far as the eye could see. Barracks, watchtowers, two large buildings with chimney’s
on top, all surrounded by fences with barbed wire, and to the left, adjacent to the train platform, sat the “The
Little Red House.” It appeared near completion, except for one north-facing wall that needed brick. It was a onestory building, no windows, and with some sort of dark shade of burgundy that was painted on the top of it. It
had a cellar entrance to the south.
We were led in a straight line by the same six men with machine guns. Every so often, they would shove one of
us and yell “gehen,” or “bewegen.” We didn’t know what either of these words meant, but the machines guns
translated them.
Our barrack was 25 feet by 8 feet. Barely enough room to lie down in single file, without our heads or our
feet touching the wall. We were given small mattresses, and didn’t know until much later that this constituted
the royal treatment. Other barracks were the same size but contained 75-100 people. Only twelve of us were
selected for our assignment. Amongst our group, the oldest, Pesha, had begun referring to it as “our special job.”
I didn’t care what it was called. I just knew that it was my only option.
We thought that the first few weeks would be the toughest physically, but we didn’t know what was in store for
us. None of us had construction experience, making the completion of “The Houses,” difficult. Pesha had been
a watchmaker, Mikhail, a dentist, Leonid, a book dealer. I was the only one of the twelve that had any manual
type experience. It seemed that choosing men for labor based solely on their size might not have been the best
criterion.
It took us three weeks to complete “The Little Red House,” and four months to complete “The Little White
House.” As the Kommandant had said, once we finished “The Little Red House,” half of us began our death
dealing, while the other half constructed “The Little White House.” I’ll never forget the first people I killed, and
yet, I can’t see their faces when I close my eyes.
They were a faceless couple. An old man and an old woman that must’ve been married for their entire lives.
They marched aimlessly, without purpose or reason, toward their death. And I killed them.
***
It was March 1st, 1942. I had been at Birkenau for one month to the day. Each day, I had seen smoke rising from
the chimneys, heard screams and gunshots, even two women shot while standing front to back so that only one
bullet was used. We were about to begin our “death dealing.”
The cellar in “The Little Red House,” wasn’t ordinary. I never saw the inside of it, my work consisted entirely of
dealing with a compartment located on the outside, referred to as “The Hole.” A small, circular drawer, on top of
the house, where we loaded gas.
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Where we loaded The B.
***
In my 757 days at Birkenau, I loaded just shy of 20,000 cans of The B—almost 27 cans per day. Each group put in
the cellar was 200 people. That’s 5,400 people dead, each day, by my own hand.
Our group was divided into threes. Each group of three had a loader (me), a runner, and an unloader. The runner
fetched full cans of The B. The loader loaded The B into “The Hole,” and the unloader removed the used can and
brought it to a cart for disposal.
My runner was Pesha, the most talkative of the group, and my unloader, a man named Vladimir Rodeveki, was
a mute. Normally people with disabilities were among the first to be killed, but Vladimir had size, nearly seven
feet of it.
We were an odd team, but the most successful death dealers in the camp. I’m sorry to say, we were rewarded
for our efforts. I’m sorry to say, we came to enjoy our rewards. We were given extra rations, vodka, cigarettes,
even chocolate. Extra clothing and blankets. We were so successful at death dealing that on one occasion, the
Kommandant himself came to our barrack to personally thank us.
Each day when the trains pulled into the station, groups were seperated. One group, the very old and very
young, was taken directly to “The Showers”—either “The Little Red House,” or “The Little White House.” One
group to live and one group to die.
The group would march, en masse, to a courtyard located in front of “The Showers.” They were all told to
disrobe, and that new clothing would be waiting for them after they finished showering. They were then forced
into the cellar by the men with machine guns. As they entered, the officer in charge would signal to the runner
to get a can of The B and hand it to the loader.
The people never saw the loader, and the loader never saw any of the people, prior to the gassing. This was
crucial. Putting a face to someone, and the jobs became a whole lot harder.
As the weeks turned into months, the job became harder and harder. In the beginning, the fear of death was
enough to make us do anything to survive. But that fear only keeps someone alive for so long.
In June, 1943, I gassed my best friend.
In July, 1943, I gassed my old science teacher.
In August, 1943, I gassed the first girl I ever kissed.
In September, 1943, I gassed the last girl I ever kissed. Seeing her walk into the cellar of “The Little Red House,” I
felt my heart shatter into a million little pieces. A single tear ran down my cheek and fell onto my hand as I lifted a
can of The B and loaded into The Hole. In that moment, I knew I couldn’t go on any longer. I made it another year.
***
By the end of 1944, the Nazi’s knew they were losing the war. We knew nothing about the outside world, but
we could tell their attitudes had changed. A lot less smiling and joking by the guards—more stone-faced, more
reserved.
On November 25th, 1944, an order came through for us to dismantle both “The Little Red House,” and “The
Little White House.” Our time as death dealers had come to an end. For the three days of tearing the houses
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down, I cried tears of hope.
We all cried.
On January 25th, 1945, SS-Sturmbannführer Richard Baer, the last Kommandant of Auschwitz-Birkenau, came to
our barrack. He was unarmed. There was no more Nazi officer pride. He looked broken.
He faced the twelve of us, removed his cap, lit a cigarette, and said, “You twelve have done a great service. My
comrades before me told me of the proficiency of the death dealers at this camp, but I did not believe them.
It was only after I saw you in action did I understand. The twelve of you have done a better job than any of us
could have imagined. It is time for your final reward. Tomorrow, the rest of the soldiers here, including myself,
will lead a final contingent of prisoners on a march out of the camp. The Russian soldiers are within 25 miles of
our location, we expect them to be here soon. You twelve will be spared.” He placed his cap back upon his head,
stabbed out his cigarette with his heel, and turned to leave. Before leaving our barrack, he turned to face us one
last time, and said, “I don’t regret any of it. Ich hasse die Juden.” He said, “I hate the Jews.”
***
On January 27th, 1945, The Red Army arrived. We were free. As four soldiers entered our barracks, Pesha
gave one a hug and he cried. Mikhail and Vladimir shook their hands. One of the soldiers began to lead us in
“Gosudarstvenny Gimn Rossiyskoy Federatsii,” the new National Anthem of The Russian Federation.
We hadn’t heard it before.
A young soldier approached me. I had been sitting on my bed, with my head in my hands, weeping. “Are you
okay?” He said.
“No. I am not okay,” I said, lifting my eyes to meet his. “I cannot stand to live another day after this.” I hit the
soldier in the stomach quickly, grabbed his standard issue Nagant M1895 Revolver, put the barrel to my head,
and pulled the trigger.
Now, I was free.
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love Is cruel to the sensitive kind
juniper green

As I walk through the door and climb the stairs you come toward me, carrying two big black trash bags.
“Hiya,” I say, stepping aside.
“Be with you in a minute.”
I sit in the kitchen, dark except for the streetlight leaking through the water-stained window. Minutes that feel
like hours go by as I listen to you vacuum in the other room. I brought chips, not because you asked me to but
because I had them anyway. It takes you another five minutes and two loads of dirty dishes to come and get
me.
I follow you into your room and sit on the bed because there’s nowhere else to sit. It doesn’t look like it’s been
cleaned at all but I keep that to myself as I take off my jacket.
“Do you fancy a drink?” you say.
“What you have?”
“We’ve got cider or…,” you raise an eyebrow, looking at me. “Did you bring beer?”
“No.”
“We’ve got cider or cider.”
I furrow my brow and pull at an invisible goatee.
“Decisions, decisions.”
You look around the room and grab the four pint cider bottle beside the bed.
“Is that fresh?” I point at the half-empty plastic bottle.
“Bought it this morning,” you pour me some.
I take a sip, spit it back into the glass and put it down by the foot of the bed. You take a swig from the bottle. I
wish I’d brought beer. You sit down beside me and lean in. I lean away and reach for my bag. I take out a halfeaten bag of chips and hand it to you.
“Here you go. Good as new.”
I smile so wide my face dimples.
“You brought chips?”
You take the bag from me and start eating. I watch you as you cover your shirt in crumbs. I’m hungry too, but
you don’t offer.
“I haven’t eaten all day,” you say through a mouthful of chips.
“I could have come by earlier.”
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“I slept late. I felt sick all morning.”
“Did you catch a cold?”
“Yeah, and then I got smashed yesterday night.”
“But now you feel all better?”
“Mustn’t grumble,” you spray me with wet crumbs as you say it.
I wait for you to look away and wipe at my face.
“You kept calling me,” you say.
“I didn’t know you weren’t feeling well.”
“So you kept calling?”
“A couple more times. You picked up but I didn’t hear anything. I think your phone is broken.”
“No,” you stuff another handful of chips into your mouth.
“But I didn’t hear you on the other end.”
“You kept calling. So I picked up, threw the phone in the corner and went back to sleep.”
“I thought it was broken.”
“It probably is now.”
You texted me right after I had hung up. You called me mate. I didn’t call again. Now you’re sitting next to me,
so close I can hear your jaw creak as you chew. I can hear your tongue moving the salivated chips from side to
side inside your mouth.
“It’s dead quiet,” I say.
“Want to choose some music?” you say and I nod.
You put away the chips and lean forward to open some file on your computer. I can see your butt peeking out
over the waist-band of your jeans.
“Here, choose whatever you like.”
So I bend forward and scroll through your music and I choose.
“Not that one.”
And I scroll some more and I wonder if my butt is hanging out like yours did and I choose again.
“Not that one.”
“Why don’t you choose,” I sit back down.
You choose, I don’t like it but at least it’s not so quiet anymore. Once the music is playing you lean in again,
your hand creeps underneath the back of my shirt and I shiver.
“Is the heating on?” I say.
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“No, it broke last Wednesday. You cold?”
“Hm,” I wonder if you want to warm me up.
“I can run down to the basement and fetch the electric heater.”
I nod and that is enough to drive you off the bed and out of the door.
“I’ll be right back,” you call from outside.
I sit in the cold and consider changing the music. Your room is tiny, more of a furnished cubicle. Rectangular
with a bay window at one end and a door at the other, in between the bed, a closet, a coffee table with your
computer on it and a sink with a dripping faucet. Everything is littered with your things and your hair and tiny
invisible particles of your skin. Dirty clothes cover the floor; clean clothes hang from the curtain rod instead of
drapes. The whole arrangement looks dodgy but maybe you’re dodgy and I’m dodgy too because I’m sitting in
your dodgy room, having a dodgy non-relationship with you.
After ten minutes you’re still not back and I’m bored, so I take out my phone and film the whole tragedy. I hear
your footsteps in the hall much too late and turn off the camera, tuck my phone away. It feels a little like you
caught me scratching my fanny but you don’t say anything, so I don’t say anything either.
The electric heater looks like a giant sized egg-cutter, as soon as you plug it in the room starts to smell rather
burnt.
“Better now?” you say.
And I nod and try to breathe through my mouth. I fiddle with a loose thread on my shirt. My fingers twist and
pull it. You shift your weight closer to me.
“Why did you come here tonight?” you say.
“Huh?”
“You know. You must want something.”
“Me? No.”
The thread comes loose and I let it fall to the floor. I have a feeling that it will stay there to see you move out.
My fingertips are red and swollen from the twisting and pulling.
“Everybody wants something,” you say.
“Not me.”
“Don’t make me laugh.”
“What do you want then?”
“Have some chips,” you hold the bag to my face.
“No, thanks. I’m trying to watch my weight.”
”Why? You’re not fat.”
“Yeah, I could be a swim-suit model.”
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“I didn’t say that.”
This shuts me up, as I try to think of something to say that’ll sting you like I’m stung now. You offer me another
go at the bag but I turn away, feeling all sorts of repelled. By you and by those chips, crumbling into my cavities
and crevices until I’m rubbed raw and the crevice becomes a cut.
“Then I’ll eat ‘em up now,” you empty the bag into your mouth.
A small part of me wants you to choke on the chips. In a dark corner of my head it crouches and curses you.
It rolls its eyes and spits a lot when it opens its mouth and reminds me a little of that manic street preacher I
saw on the high street in Glasgow. And I don’t know how to deal with that part of me so I leave it there ranting
away and pretend I can’t hear it and kiss you instead.
My mouth meets yours and you said I never kiss you but that’s not true, because I’m kissing you now and the
rim of my glasses digs into the flesh of your cheek and your skin smudges the lenses and because everything
is smudged anyway I take them off and the world is a fog and I can’t see anything beyond you and I can’t feel
anything beyond you and I tingle and I ring and I push you away just to pull you back to me and I roll my eyes
and cry louder than that small part of me that hates you.
The faint light of the street lamp makes your figure glow as you stand in front of the window. I’d like to be this
at home in my body to stand there in the light and not care about anything that isn’t my smokes. I’m a pale
heap of flesh on the bed. I push against my skin from the inside, scratching and rubbing, and the air in the
room pushes, scratches and rubs back and I have too many nerve endings and they all fire at once. I feel sick of
myself and too big and too pale, so I put something on.
“Don’t get dressed,” you say but I can’t help it.
Once I’m dressed and my skin stops hyperventilating, I feel much more relaxed. You get dressed too and sit
down next to me and take my hand and smoke. We sit in silence and for a moment I stop shaking and hurting
as much and that part of me that hates you shuts up.
I lean my back against you and feel you wanting more. Like a loose thread you twist and pull me and I let you
and I’m afraid that one day you will rip me off and let me fall to the floor and forget that I’m there and move
away and leave me behind. You turn off the electric heater and the smell of smoke replaces the burnt stench
and my stomach churns.
“What time is it?” I say.
“Dunno. After four.”
“Already? Where did the night go?”
You have finished your cigarette and let go of my hand. I hope you won’t ask me to leave, even though I might
want to. Staying in your dodgy, smoke-filled room is better than being asked to leave, no matter how much I
crave to sleep alone in my own bed. Sleeping with you feels a little too close, the way you encase me with your
limbs, trying to absorb my body into yours. Your breath on the back of my neck, warm and humid, forms drops
of condensed water that run down my skin and gather in the folds. And I can’t just lie there and pretend I don’t
care but it’s all I do.
“Do you want to stay the night?” you say.
“Do you want me to?”
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“Yes.”
“Then I’ll stay.”
You hand me one of your pajama bottoms. They don’t quite fit.
“I feel much fatter than you wearing these.”
“You are.”
And that makes me sting again. And I wonder if you ever sting like that. I wonder if these things touch you like
they touch me sometimes, in places inappropriate for touching. And I lie down on the bed and you lie down
beside me and I feel like I don’t know you at all. I turn to face the wall and you turn to face me. You wrap
yourself around me, your arm around my waist, your leg over my legs and I feel that nothing in this world has
ever been as heavy as your leg on my leg right now.
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the mexican shower
matthew dexter

We met in the hotel hot tub, if you must know the truth, when he popped up from beneath the bubbles and
spit a stream of scorching chlorine in my eyes. The jets where angled to hit me in certain places that would
make the angels sing mariachi. He must have been submerged for a minute or more, bloodshot eyes dripping
chlorine, a boil on his forehead, he gasped for air as he clung to the sundrenched pavement. There was
something in the way that he returned to life as his lungs absorbed oxygen, as if he half-expected to remain at
the bottom of that cesspool until a bunch of drunken spring breakers discovered his corpse bobbing beneath
the jets. It was obvious he was on a suicide mission. Later the waiters would tell me that he was drinking
tequila with the fortitude of a dehydrated elephant. One of the servers had worked at a circus and confirmed
this with a nod that cast away all doubt.
The bubbles brought him back to life, bouncing against the hairs that curled from bloody armpits: a result of
smashing against the stone seat where obese men made love to the foam. I had seen them earlier. I waited it
out beneath the waterfall beside the plastic waterslide where children thrilled themselves with the expurgation
of cheers as their dimpled faces collided with cold chlorine.
He beckoned me over to his orbit of the hot tub with an index finger. I lingered in the aquatic inertia of the
gasses that were borne from the digestion of my breakfast burrito. He seemed to sense that I was enjoying the
jets, and this took away the pleasure, so I endeavored over to his end to see what made him tick. That was the
biggest regret of my vacation, indeed the greatest error of my fledgling adult life.
We ordered frozen banana daiquiris and piña coladas until our fingers and toes wrinkled and the obese Gringos
took over the hot tub as if they were soldiers invading Normandy. The water level rose and the bubbles began
to slop over the edges. This was our message from the heavens to exit, make our way toward the beachfront,
hit up that thatched-roof palapa for happy hour as if our lives depended on it.
By the end of our encounter I was convinced that Mexico was a country I wanted to live in. He was a citizen
and assured me there would be many great jobs in the tourism industry in Guadalajara, where he lived. I knew
nothing about Guadalajara, but he insisted that the path to employment at a fancy resort was paved through
the trenches of Mexico’s second largest city. We exchanged information and within a month I was boarding a
plane to the Guadalajara International Airport.
From my window seat I could see the squalor, the shabby houses strewn together on the mountains like hot
defecations from the gods of third-world poverty. He picked me up at the terminal in his clunker. At first I didn’t
recognize him. He was different without his bathing suit. Sobriety transformed him into a man I would never
interact with outside the tropical confines of a vacation debauch. It was too late to turn around. I sold most my
possessions. We shook hands, he put the piece of crap into gear, and we headed out into the billboards and
pollution, ants marching into the metropolis of poverty.
The humid stench of Guadalajara hits the first-time visitor like a wave of raw sewage consuming the nostrils. I
imagined that if the weather were much warmer, the odor would singe the hairs which poked from my snout.
The Virgin Mary was hanging from his rear-view mirror. Jesus was smiling at us from the dashboard, assuring
me that all would end well. It was the beginning of an adventure, I told myself, holding my breath as we
entered a tunnel that made me wonder if we would lose the vapor with the evaporation of daylight.
The asphalt was a magic carpet to a world with no windows, something nefarious that held us buckled and
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shackled to the well-worn seats with no boundaries. The gravity guided us homeward. The only light was the
cathedral and century-old buildings and cobblestone streets which seemed to offer some promise, some hope
that things would get better on the other side of the city. The traffic was endless. The graffiti never ended.
The afternoon turned to dusk and faded into evening, and from my angle in the passenger seat I swear that
Jesus was winking at me, knowingly spitting in my eye with the serenity of a carpenter who could live with the
poorest, discover the richest from the cockroaches beneath the floorboards.
The soil absorbed us. I could hear him breathing, telling me we were getting closer. The homeless knocked on
the windows; men with no legs offering to wash our windshield, some forcefully doing so against our wishes,
refusing to leave without a few Mexican pesos; woman in decrepitly duct-taped wheelchairs hoping to sell us
a bottle of water. Children with wooden legs begged with grimy fingers. On every corner, against every stump,
vagrants slept in the filth with outstretched palms, thumbs aimed at the heavens, as if there was something
about to plummet. We were sinking into the cesspool of the city, the whirlpool swallowed our flesh.
The potholes sucked us in, spit us out. We jigged and jagged toward his neighborhood. By the time we arrived,
my face was covered in dust, eyes burning, street dogs foaming; I attempted to jam the door open. He came
around and kicked it half a dozen times. I shifted in my seat, the growls getting louder as the thunder crackled
and the showers welcomed us to the bowels of hell. Lighting was invisible--swallowed by the spray-painted,
barbed wired buildings. Something was eating me alive, festering deep inside, killing me slowly with the
realization that my life had taken a turn for the worst and there was no returning to normalcy.
There was a hole in the door and he knocked and they opened and it reminded me of The Wizard of Oz. The
face inside the hole disappeared as it shut and then reappeared, and then shut it again. It opened with a
creak and we were escorted inside this bomb shelter of an apartment, filthy concrete walls and cockroaches
scurrying across the cement to greet us. There were numerous crucifixes adorning the walls and the painted
faces of Jesus over a bed beside the refrigerator. There was one room, but soon I learned that it opened
into another roofless area where a sink was littered with toothbrushes and clothes were hanging on the line
drying beneath the moon. There was a bathroom and the metal door did not shut, and even if it did, it would
be ineffective because there was a labyrinth of giant holes in the metal as if this is where the dignity would
disappear and creep when one took a loud shit, which I did, unaware that there was no way to flush the toilet
and so he had to re-appear with a smile and a bucket of water drawn from the sink and then the garbage was
stuffed with dirty toilet paper because the plumping is horrendous. Bed was the only option, and the soiled
mattress was worn from rats and the moldy tiled floor was filled with spider eggs and the room stank of stale
decay and here I was: a man without a home crying into the pillow of my own demise.
Cerveza was the only thing that made things better, though it did little to improve the overall demeanor of my
disposition. The shower was also the bathroom, which as I said was nothing more than a toilet with no running
water in a tiny cement cell with a bulb hanging from the ceiling. It was here where I would have to wash my
grimy corpse, for there was no air-condition and the windows and doors had to be shut in order to keep out
the flying mosquitoes which sucked my blood as I slept. I dreamed of strange places, of faces familiar and
others unknown, and then returned to the cock-a-doodle-do of roosters and the emergence of my amigo with
a boiling pot of water, which he dumped into the garbage bucket beside the toilet. The steam rose and clouded
my vision and he placed a green garden hose from the sink into the bucket to make the temperature right.
I was instructed to use the plastic yogurt container to dump water on my head and body. This was my first
Mexican shower.
The days crept into weeks and work took me away from the hell of our dwelling where we would wait for
word of advancement to one of the luxurious resort towns where tourists where making love beneath
affluent chandeliers and enjoying the best festivities of life below the border. I could not help but wonder why
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the hell the natives of Guadalajara refused to paint their shabby dwellings, as if they were oblivious to the
conditions of their existence, and a little paint and color could surely make something better, something more
comfortable.
As the months wore on I began to accept the cockroaches, the blanket they provided as I slept during
those cold winter nights when rains never ceased. The thunder and lighting, and the swirling whirlpool of
my downward spiral began to shift, at first it was nothing more than the inertia being borne by a different
perspective, but then it took me and dragged me under.
I woke atop the toilet, listening to the jets as they flew through the cumulonimbus, dreaming of better days,
away from the Mexico that you never read about in the tourist brochures. I waited for that next big wave,
yogurt container in hand, patient for something to crash over me, wash my Gringo soul, scrub me clean,
submerge me, take me away from the current, pull me under and skin me alive.
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where the sleeping child lives
nels hanson
“Is that confirmed? Over.”
“Found him. A-Okay.”
“No one can see us—”
“It’s the Sleeping Child. Like yours—”
I kept hearing voices under the motor as I shivered, my teeth chattered and I tasted warm blood. I swiveled to
look back but I saw just the frail wake in the green waves that swallowed Emma.
The boat kept going wrong, swerving left, and I had to pull it back in line toward the dock below the blueroofed hotel where I’d held Emma Little Bear in the dark with the buoy blinking beyond the French doors.
I kept seeing Emma dive to find the son her ex-husband dropped in the lake, her silver bracelet calling me to
follow down the emerald water.
The boatman stood at the boathouse window, his white face staring out. I went by like I was invisible and
remembered Emma’s story of the two rabbits and the blind wolf in the snow.
No One Can See Us Who Can’t Feel Our Love.
Two officers in brown uniforms stood with a man in a blue suit at the foot of the dock.
“Fired the fucker—”
“Damned right—”
“Tired of this shit—”
The blue patrol car was parked sideways, a few yards from Emma’s truck that brought us from Ingot’s Silverado
Bar to David Hamphill’s four-star Lakeview Inn for my weekend as the new intern.
It seemed a year ago the deer hunters left me to wait for the bus and I met Emma in the bar where we listened
to Hugh Edwards’ sad story. She told me about her boy on the way to the lake and when we parked she
showed the scar her husband made.
More words floated across the water. I couldn’t tell who was talking.
“Any way you want it.”
“Jack?”
“Okay.”
“I mean it!”
A crowd from the dining room had come partway down the gravel parking lot of BMWs and Cadillacs. They
stood watching in bunches of blue and red coats and fleece collars and cowboy hats. I started shaking again
and bounced the sides of two red boats and bumped the dock’s edge. I grabbed for the flat raised timber.
I pulled myself out on my stomach as the boat slipped from under me. I stood and my knees went loose. I fell
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hard onto the decking with one cheek against a splintered board.
I rested a minute, staring at the rusty head of a spike in the silver wood. I put out my hands and lifted my head.
I leaned back and got to my knees. I threw out my right foot and then the other and stood up. I held my arms
out to get my balance.
I looked back and the yellow boat was circling 30 yards away with the engine running.
Something was wrong. I had trouble keeping my feet and twice started to trip. I looked down and I was wearing
wet socks. They were half off and I sat down and threw them away.
I got up and started again. Tied-up yellow and green and red boats went by and yesterday’s blue boat with the
good motor. If I’d jumped into that blue one instead of the other—
The three men waited at the end of the pier.
“Ten-four. Over.”
One cop held a black radio. Emma’s black purse lay on the hood of the cop car instead of on the ground where
I’d run past it to grab the wrong boat.
“Are you Bill Ryder?”
The man in the blue Western suit nearly shouted, striding up as I stepped from the last plank onto the sharp
gravel.
I held out the wet doll and he stopped short.
“What’s that? You son of a bitch!”
“I found it in the water—”
I couldn’t remember why I’d brought it from the boat. It wasn’t Emma’s baby or the one the bartender at the
inn said was missing. I asked if he’d seen Emma and he said Mr. Hamphill was looking for both of us, that he
was plenty upset.
“Where’d she go?”
“She said she’d found him—” and I ran for the dock.
I wasn’t sure if I’d spoken. My legs wobbled and wouldn’t stop. My throat started to cinch closed again.
“A woman just drowned—”
“I bet she did!”
“Her boat was empty. I saw her underwater—”
I looked at the patrolmen. They stood still and stared back.
“I couldn’t save her—”
The man in the blue lurched at me and I nearly fell backward.
“Why’d you tell the dock man to call the police?”
“Why do you think?”
Emma’s black eyes stared from the boat’s green circle of spotlight as her arms opened and she slipped from
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the ledge with her bracelet shining like a lure.
Something shot past my shoulder when I dived.
On the surface the baby bobbed with one small raised hand and I was sure Emma had found the boy we’d
looked for yesterday—
“They say it’s too deep. They won’t search. I’m Indian and can’t rent a boat.”
I didn’t want to talk or have anybody touch or look at me.
“You get in that car—” The blue suit reached for me and I jerked away.
“Keep your hands off!”
He stepped back and I recognized him from the movie at the theater in Kootenay, below my room in the Elgin
Hotel. He was Charles Durning in “True Confessions.”
No, I’d seen him last night. The green rabbit. He sat on the couch with his young wife and the red-haired baby
who sucked the sponge rabbit. Emma played with him, while I went to get the room key. Emma stroked the
baby’s hand and stood up.
“You’re going?” the mother asked.
“It’s time to go to sleep.”
He’d watched us like a cop. Now his slack face leaned at me again.
“I said, ‘Are you Ryder?’”
“What do you care?” I started to move past him and he caught my sleeve, yanking my wrist so I spun around.
“Who are you!”
“David Hamphill. Who in hell are you?”
Now the cops stood beside him.
“You had that Indian last night? In my hotel? Is that right?”
“She didn’t have any place to stay—”
“I don’t care—now look what’s happened!”
“She just drowned—”
“Yes, I get it.”
He brought his red face close to mine.
“Right in front of my hotel, with my guests looking on. Just in time for Sunday brunch—”
He grabbed at my shoulder and I threw up a hand.
“Is that what Adkins teaches you at the college? Pick up a squaw, let her play with people’s kids—get her
drunk, do your thing, take her out to dump the evidence?”
The thought flew into my head like a red-winged bird that divided into a red swerving flock. I tossed away
Emma’s doll that floated in the air because time had stopped like once on acid in the park in Ashland, Oregon.
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Like when the black car came at Tug and me by the Cinnamon River, behind it the highway patrol and
jackknifing semi spilling white lumber and I saw the young driver’s blonde mustache as he inched by after
shooting his ex-girlfriend in Finegold.
Now the ugly face was changing and Hamphill was so much more as I clenched my fingers and brought back
my fist.
He was Ray, Tug’s brother-in-law and poor Joyce’s husband, bragging about mutilating bears. Ed Roper on the
Blue Fin ready to gaff the yellow fish in the net. My father shouting, “Don’t horse ’em, you lose everyone!”
Here was Jarvis, the psych teacher’s pet telling my ex-wife I was abnormal because I believed in God.
The elevator jerk at the Elgin saying not to bring Wes Blackdeer around anymore as I looked down the brick
shaft where the workman had fallen and his ghost rode up and down tapping with the hammer.
From Portland gold-toothed Brad Wallace in the Grassdale bar trying to make my helpless mother to steal the
ranch.
And grinning Swanson handing me the pink slip after I grabbed Roper’s wrist and he swung the gaff and I
ducked and swung and he fell and hit his head on the Blue Fin’s steel deck.
Hamphill’s face was the Sleeping Child Monster’s scarred muzzle that hid 100 faces flashing like lightning—now
it was the clerk’s at the store where I gave the old woman money and she gave me the elk-horn Sleeping Child
and the clerk said I shouldn’t do that and Tug told her she had many fine wines and she said, “I sell it, they
drink it,” and Tug answered “Tell it to Custer!” as she reached for the phone—
Here they all were just waiting, standing right in front me, well within simple reach after all the sorry years.
The cop with black hair caught my arm as I swung down hard as I could to break Hamphill’s stone skull but like
Tug said at Turtle Lake when he passed me the joint Ken Kesey was right about never catching up, always a
step behind, watching a movie of yourself as you waited to see what had already happened and the two rifles
opened up from the trees—“Fucking Indian lovers!”— and the lantern on the camp table exploded.
And finally, best of all, Emma Little Bear’s drunken husband with the knife. I’d beat him to fine dust!
The cop took my elbow high up behind my neck and something popped.
“Cuff him, Jack—”
Hamphill stepped back.
“You don’t know what you’ve got. Don’t take any chances.”
Jack snapped a cuff on my loose wrist. He pushed me hard so my chin hit the car hood.
The other cop went through my soaked pockets. I felt him take my wallet, Emma’s earring and the rabbit’s foot
I’d found in the yellow boat, my Sleeping Child that matched Emma’s.
“He’s clean, Mr. Hamphill.”
“No he’s not, Mike. He’s a mess. You’re through,” Hamphill said behind me.
“Go to hell.”
“Your uncle thinks he’s smart, because he owns a hotel in Seattle and pulled strings with Adkins at the
college?”
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He kicked the back of my knee with his boot.
“Screw you—” I tried to turn but the cop had my arm pinned. He cranked my wrist.
“Easy, fella,” Jack said.
He gripped the back of my neck and released my arm. His partner slapped on the other cuff before I could
break free.
“You tell Chief Bruener I want him on this—”
“He’s still at church,” the second cop said.
“What the hell’s he doing there?” Hamphill said.
“He went after he found your boy.”
I leaned my head to the side against the hood. It was Hamphill’s baby they’d found at the trailer park, the one
the bartender said was kidnapped by the nanny’s strung-out sister.
Hamphill thought Emma and I had taken it and in the early morning it was the police on the radio outside our
room before they got the message things were A-OK.
I could see the waitresses in their purple-checked dresses and all the people from the dining room who’d
hurried down to look. A young handsome man and woman in matching cream sweaters held bloody marys.
The bartender stood beside them with a white towel.
I saw a priest staring toward me with a frown as if I’d interrupted mass. He had red hair and wore a black coat
and shirt with a white collar.
“True Confessions.” That was the movie that played at the Elgin, with Durning who was Hamphill.
Now carrot-topped Duvall was the priest and De Niro was the black-haired cop. They’d switched parts.
Emma had the long scar across her stomach—not a blue dahlia like the girl Durning’s sick pal murdered—or
Joyce’s red heart-shaped birthmark. She said it used to bring good luck as she tried to kiss me and Ray slept
drunk on the sofa.
The priest met my eyes for a second and turned away. I was just another of the damned.
“Come on, Earl—” Hamphill walked up to the tall bartender, spreading his arms to shoo chickens. “Get these
people back inside.”
Hamphill stopped short, pointing.
“Don’t you aim that thing at me!”
A man holding a camera had stepped from the crowd, sighting it toward Hamphill.
“Okay, Mike,” Jack said.
The cops lifted me up and turned me around.
“We’re taking you in.”
“What for?”
“‘What for?’” Jack laughed.
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He’d caught my arm when I went after Hamphill.
“For starters? You tried to hit Mr. Hamphill.”
They were showing Hamphill they were smart and on the job. Hamphill was Lakeview’s lord and master.
“I never touched him,” I said. “Let me go—”
“For questioning,” said the other cop—Mike. “We want to talk to you about this suicide. If that’s what it is—”
“What you mean?”
“We have to take some statements.”
“From who?”
“I have an idea Mr. Hamphill will have a few things to say.”
I tried to jerk free but the cuffs were locked and each cop gripped an arm. They read me my rights and put me
in the back of the squad car. With my hands cuffed I had to turn my shoulders to get in.
I looked back and saw Emma’s tan Cherokee pickup with the open door and then the yellow boat turning in a
circle 100 yards from the dock. Way out past the boathouse I saw the blue boat on the green water, the one
with the stalling motor.
It was just a black dot.
Things were worse than the dream of Emma and the monster last night, how it shot up and split the blue boat
just as I’d surfaced with Emma’s lost boy.
I was wide awake and the world was awful.
“No One Can See Us Who Can’t Feel Our Love,” Emma wrote in soap on the bathroom mirror while I slept.
One rabbit said it to the other as the wolf sniffed the snow outside their burrow. The rabbits had just run past
the wolf’s nose and white teeth.
I woke from the nightmare and Emma asked me to her bed as I saw the white pendant between her breasts.
“It’s the Sleeping Child.” She smiled, holding it out. “Like yours.”
She’d seen mine on the dresser as I showered.
I saw my bloody face in the rearview mirror and my hair was white.
The dome light went off and the car started and went up the hill to the inn. The crowd of people watched.
Hamphill and the bartender had their backs turned, lifting their arms to urge the curious diners back up the
steps.
I saw the red-haired priest stare again and I looked away. The man with the camera stood in front of a silver
Mercedes, swinging the wide lens like someone with a rifle sighting a deer. My throat started to spasm.
The blue-roofed hotel—the gables and white-runged stairways—the steam coming off the heated pool—the
tennis court—Earl the bartender—Hamphill’s scarlet face—
The cops’ ears and clipped heads belonged to the wax dummies in the opera box at the Elgin Theater—
The cuffs gripped tight and burned my wrists. I wanted a long blade—a sword!— to stab everything in sight. It
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was all a lie, cardboard props in a stupid ugly movie, just like Hugh Edwards had said in the bar in Ingot.
“Everything looked fake, like the set for some play.”
Emma’s eyes met mine as Hugh told about the moose and the swerving bus that hit his family’s car and for a
long time he didn’t want to live anymore.
There wasn’t any time, there was no point—the main feature was all middle, with no beginning or end.
“I’m glad we won’t be there to see it,” I said after the black car and cops and 2 x 4s somersaulting down the
white line.
“Naw, it’s a bad movie,” Tug said
But someone had made it. If it was God then he was the devil.
God was the monster with the tiny spaced yellow eyes and slick curved head and brown snake’s teeth, the
scarred jaw breathing the stink of rotten fish.
He was the one who’d drowned Emma’s boy.
I’d cut him first when I grabbed the curved sword.
“I guess Louise went hunting.”
“You’re kidding—”
“No, she won the raffle. Thin the herd.”
“She better hope it doesn’t snow.”
I looked back at the green water where the mallard drake had led the wide V into the snow clouds and I heard
them calling like ghosts as I shook and stared at Emma’s boots and sweater and leather skirt, turquoise earring
and brown rabbit’s foot.
“Are you going to send someone out?” I asked.
“What for?”
“To bring her body in—”
“You serious?”
“No one’s going to find her,” said Mike. “It’s too deep.”
“Maybe she’ll come up,” Jack said.
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“Sometimes they do.”
“Who?”
“Indians. They come from all over.”
“Like those little animals. What’re they called?” Jack asked.
“Lemmings,” Mike said. “They think the lake’s a door, to the Happy Hunting Ground.”
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“Something about a Sleeping Child.”
“Yeah,” Mike nodded. “He’s supposed to rise, like Jesus.”
“He doesn’t show up and the nuts swim to find him.”
Then I knew that Emma hadn’t lost a child—she couldn’t have any, after her jealous husband slashed her.
Yesterday it was the Sleeping Child we’d been searching for.
“That’s what happens, when you rent them a boat.”
I saw the white Sleeping Child rise on its chain at Emma’s neck as she fell slowly from the stone tower and I
swam down the green lit water until I caught her wrist and kicked and stroked with one arm and kept sinking
and let go as I decided to live.
The air around me flashed bright and green with the boat’s spotlight for finding the Sleeping Child Monster.
I was under the lake and couldn’t breathe.
“You’re all in it,” I said. “All of you—”
“No.” He pulled onto the road, past the black stone bears. “You got that wrong, Bud.”
“I’ve got nothing wrong—”
“No, you do. You’re the one who’s in it.”
“Deep and deeper,” Mike said. “And all by yourself.”
The car went another mile along the lake and up the hill to a town.
I saw the painted sign and for a second it said “Search for the Sleeping Child Monster!” like the one at the
dock.
Welcome to Lakeview
At the end of the hill overlooking the lake was a jail built of bricks. Over the arched door the bronze letters said
“1897” under “Lakeview Country Jail.”
Down the green corridor waited a folded orange suit and wool blanket and my cellmate Charles Two Hats who
listened silently to Emma’s story and my own and then told the Sleeping Child’s story when I showed him the
carved antler Jack gave me back.
Some Indians believed the Sleeping Child cries in the other world under the lake. He has nightmares about
what we do here and can’t wake up. One day he’ll open his eyes and ride a basket to this world where a
childless woman will raise him as her own.
For a long time he won’t learn to speak, but when he does, when he says just one word, the world will change
to the way it’s supposed to be, the way it was before the bad men came.
“When’s he going to come?” I asked.
He hadn’t arrived in time for Emma and me. We stood at the barred window and now Charles pointed with the
stub of a half-missing finger.
“He’s already here. He came from the lake a long time ago.”
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“Where is he now?” I asked.
“Right here.” Charles touched his orange shirt.
“You’re the Sleeping Child?”
“No,” Charles said. “He lives here. In your heart.”
NO ONE CAN SEE US WHO CAN’T FEEL OUR LOVE.
Emma wrote on the mirror above the rabbit’s long ears. You couldn’t see the Child if you couldn’t feel his
presence. She’d taken the rubber doll as a gift for the Sleeping Child.
Charles nodded past the barred window.
“That’s the jail,” he said. “They’re the ones asleep.”
“You’re right,” I answered as I remembered the sweet scent of Emma’s black hair and watched the September
flakes suddenly slant sideways, past the pair of snow-white rabbits the gray hungry wolf couldn’t see.
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a night at the jubilee room
guinotte wise

It was the late nineteen-fifties. Cold War, boom times; mixed ebullience and dread were served up in fairly
equal amounts. The same can be said of most eras, I guess. The difference was, I was young, full of hormones
and optimism, and a rebellious nature that dismissed all the admonishments about “starving artists” and
getting a certain kind of higher education so I could land a “real job,” an adult job. I’d spent three years at
two other colleges and made a break for the Art Institute in my home town of Kansas City; I felt like I’d been
sprung from prison. This was the life. Paint and draw and drink. Holler on the street corners. Cut loose. I ran
with a group of shaggy rebels and the girls were not only free with sex, some demanded it. I was where I
was supposed to be, was the overwhelming feeling I had about it. But I had no money, so I worked various
jobs to make ends meet. I worked in the campus cafeteria, at a Philipp’s 66 station, then I got a night job in a
mortuary. I was on duty there from six to ten at night ushering the bereaved into state rooms, as they called
them, to see their favorite dead people. Then from ten on, I was free to study or sleep or roam the place
all night until six in the morning. So, six to six, twelve hours in a mortuary. Thing is I had to have a “decent”
haircut, and wear a suit.
People would die in the early morning hours and off we’d go, me and Verne, to
pick them up, bring them back for draining, prep etc. I didn’t do any of the latter, of course. Nor did I watch
any of it. That was just too strange to consider. Nights could be, as you can imagine, kind of depressing without
getting into the formaldahyde and suture aspects.
There were lighter moments, like the night manager, Bill Hanrahan, helping us lift someone from the gurney,
and change falling out of the dead guy’s pockets. “Lunch money,” he’d shout, but he’d put it in a manila
envelope, with rings, watches, keys, whatever. Then he’d ask me what size shoe I wore, and I’d tell him, and
he’d look at the guy’s shoes and say, “Too bad, too small. Alligator, too,” or something like that.
He had a spiel he’d do when a bigwig would occupy the stainless steel draining table; he’d say “This old boy
was a big power in the newspaper business, but now he’s on the great leveling table.” He’d put his palms
together, then spread his arms wide, indicating the table and the person, and he’d say it theatrically, like an old
time preacher, with his lips all pursed and he’d draw out the word ‘great’ as he spread his arms. 		
“Now
he’s where we’ll all be some day, no richer, no poorer than any of us. The greeeaaaat leveling table. Yessir.”
Sermon over, Verne would open up his Wall Street Journal to check his stocks while the night crew would start
laying out their tools. And I’d leave to study, sleep, or roam the halls of the quiet, elegant old building.
I’d take the phone some nights. Bill’s girl friend called and thought I was him, said she wanted some
information on burying a stiff. I was speechless. She said, “you say how long is this stiff? and I say about eight
inches,” and she brayed like a donkey, I swear. Made me laugh. Or some giggling girl would call and say “I’m
dying to meet you,” and hang up amidst her slumber partying friends’ shrieks.
You’d think a mortuary would be spooky at night, but it wasn’t. The halls were tastefully lit and full of good
paintings. Seascapes and landscapes. Early California expressionists. They had some money tied up in art.
I’d get a clean dead-sheet from the linen supply, take off my suit and hang it carefully, wrap up in the sheet and
sleep on one of the comfortable couches in an empty state room. If I was lucky, I’d sleep clear through to six,
dress in my school clothes, and head to class. Sometimes, though, Verne would wake me at some small hour
and tell me to get dressed, dead people alert. I was Verne’s assistant. He was a night man by choice.
Off we’d go to a hospital, old folks home or private residence where the death certificate had been signed by
a doctor. I’d drive, Verne would sleep. We always used a Plymouth wagon, black like the Cadillac hearses, and
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with a small mortuary name in the side windows. The side windows had screenlike panels in them but you
could still see in. There was a track on the back floor that would accept the gurney wheels and then you could
lock it in place so it wouldn’t roll it around. We’d strap the body in, check the covering sheet, lock it in. Anyway
that’s where Verne would sleep on the way over to pick up a deceased. He’d lay on the gurney, hands folded
on his chest until I’d get to the address.
One night about 3am, we pulled up to a stoplight, him in back, on view through the side windows, and a
carload of girls pulled alongside. They started hollering at me, they were obviously enjoying a night of partying,
and I looked over. “How are things at the mortuary?” one yelled. “Kinda dead,” I said. They all laughed and
then Verne sat up, wondering what all the noise was. They hauled ass, the driver lost control of the car and
hopped a curb, bumped into a traffic light. Not our problem, said Verne, so I drove off when the light changed.
One evening we had to pick up a body at a party, nice house in Leawood, a fashionable suburb of KC. Two
brothers lived there, both doctors, one had passed away during the party. That didn’t stop the festivities. We
had to say ‘pardon me’ about ten times just to get the gurney past knots of guests who were talking, laughing.
The bar area was the worst, just getting through the people who didn’t want to give up their place near the
booze where a black bartender was busy making and pouring drinks. He smiled sadly at me, as I asked people
to move, shook his head almost imperceptibly. I smiled back, rolled my eyes, and he winked. The dead doc
was in a back bedroom, on a bed with a bunch of coats and hats. I looked at Verne, but he’d seen it all, had no
expression.
Verne flapped out a crisp,knife-edge folded sheet, laid it on the gurney. We adjusted the scissor legs of the
gurney down to bed height, rolled the doc onto it, pulled the sheet over him head to toe, strapped him in,
rolled back out through the noisy party. It was about eight o’clock at night, shame to shut the party down so
early. I guess that was their rationale. His brother followed us out to the wagon, drink in hand.
“We were expecting it, actually,” he said. So you had a party, I wanted to say, but didn’t. “Bad ticker,” he patted
his chest with his free hand. “Mine isn’t the best. We might see you boys again soon.”
Verne muttered to me, “Two for one special, doc. Hurry it up though.” I snorted, turned it into a cough, and
said, “Well, sure sorry, Doctor.”
He looked over his shoulder at the house,said, “I’d better be getting back. You have the papers, right?” I
reached into my suit breast pocket, pulled them out, put them under one of the straps holding the sheeted
body.
“Bye, brud,” he said, lifting his drink in the deceased’s direction. “He’d want it this way,” he said to me, smiled,
and turned, walked back up the sidewalk.
“Fuck’s sake,” Verne said, chuckling. We hefted the folded-down gurney into the wagon, locked it in place.
That night we had another one, at a hospital. An older woman died, maybe seventy. We had to pick her up
and carry her to the gurney this time, the way her bed was situated and all the monitors around it. I had
her shoulders and her head fell back toward me and she made a harsh gasping sound. I almost dropped her.
“Verne, she’s alive!”
Verne explained that dead people often made noises due to trapped air in their systems, that, sadly, no she
was not alive. He said he’d seen people move in the prep room, maybe their arm would go up and fall back on
the stainless steel table, once in a great while someone would sit up. Another solid reason for me to stay out of
there, I felt.
I disliked wearing a suit and tie every night after classes, and my one good blue suit was getting shiny at the
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elbows and knees. I started looking for a different job. It wasn’t just the suit thing that got to me, it was like
a quick succession of things. One night when I couldn’t sleep, I was outside the mortuary, a Spanish style
building, having a smoke, even though back then you could smoke inside just about anywhere. I noticed a roil
of black smoke coming from a chimney on a separate building that Verne had identified as the crematorium;
someone was being reduced to ashes and it bummed me out. The smoke obliterated the stars near rooftop,
then became a part of the night sky.
I flipped the cigarette butt into the parking lot and looked at the stars. It wasn’t the first time I’d looked at
the cold stars in the vast sky and thought about how insignificant we all were. Then, that night, Bill, the night
manager, woke me up, said “Get ready for a long night, plane crash landing at the airport.” Verne was pulling
body bags from some storage facility and I was wondering what the hell I would do at such a scene. Turned
out the plane belly-landed okay in foam, and everyone was safe. I couldn’t shake the scene in my mind though,
after all the talk of other nights not so fortunate.
Then, about eight o’clock one night, a friend of my folks’ was wheeled in. A woman I knew who’d choked on on
a piece of steak at a restaurant. Dead. I recalled how lively she’d been, pretty, and fun. I went to the prep room
to make sure, could be someone with a similar name, and there she was, naked on a prep table. I felt like I was
intruding. It was her all right, I could tell by the face and hair, but she was anything but vivacious, now; her
skin tone was slightly blue. My eyes strayed to the rest of her, her breasts, stomach and pubic hair, the slight
rounding of her stomach and mons. The thought that I was seeing a friend of the family naked, defenseless in
death, struck me as over some line, boundary, that I’d crossed, and the information seeping through my brain
that here was an attractive woman about whom I’d once had thoughts of a sexual nature when she was alive,
was so offensive I turned and walked out, feeling slightly ill.
“See a ghost?” said Verne.
I hurried past him, and to the greeting area where I woodenly escorted people into various family state rooms,
a new appreciation of the finality of death forming in my mind. At ten o’clock, I readied for sleep, as usual, but
finally got up, dressed in my morning school clothes, and walked around the mortuary looking closely at the oil
paintings, the brushstrokes. I tried to read my notes for a test coming up, but my mind wandered.
I reflected on death. I was 21, had bounced around in college, gone to two universities, and now the Art
Institute, aimless in a way, but embraced college, figured if I worked I could just keep going, spend my life in
college. It wasn’t as expensive back then, and there were scholarships and hardship grants. Seemed a decent
way to live, at least for awhile.
But now, death was a constant thought. I’d seen death before, even though I hadn’t been in the military.
And Vietnam was looming. I needed to get away from the mortuary--it was corrosive somehow; it brought
the specters too close. I wasn’t cut out for this, even as a temporary situation. I decided to make it more
temporary and I gave notice.
Back at school I put the word out, looking for a job that would allow me to attend classes during the day, an
evening job would be best. I checked the bulletin board, considered being a vet’s assistant over on Main Street,
a clinic I’d seen. It was day time and weekends. But that had to do with sickness, pain. I kept looking.
I stopped in at Dave’s Stagecoach Inn for a beer. Several of us had done a mural on his walls in the pool room;
Dave was art institute-friendly. I asked Dave if he knew of any part time jobs that would fit hours such as
mine. “You free evenings?” he asked. He told me to check with Mike at The Jubilee Room over on Main. I was
familiar with it, had dropped in a couple of times; it was an older person’s place, a sports bar in that boxers and
reporters hung out there. Kind of a dive, but a cool dive if you know what I mean. Sinatra on the juke box, and
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in the vibe. Fedoras, loosened ties, some working stiffs, construction guys in their coveralls, not many women.
I knew who Mike was, ex-fighter, tough-looking guy with a worked-over face, cauliflower ears, beefy, gray hair
in a bristly crew cut, looked like a movie convict. White shirt, sleeves pushed up, bar apron, he’d take drinks
and beers to tables and booths, pick up something that looked like close enough payment, sometimes more,
sometimes less, say in a WC Fieldsian drawl, “Whatever’s fair...” but it always seemed to work out.
I sat on a barstool at the end where I might catch him for few minutes in a semi-private conversation.
“Hi, uhh, Mike?”
“You old enough to drink, kid?” He squinted at me from the other end of the bar while scraping the suds off
the top of two draws with a wooden ruler-looking thing.
“Sure. Been here before.”
“Were you old enough then?”
“Yessir, I was,” I said.
“What can I get you?”
“Well, I heard from Dave that you had a night job available, bartender, I...”
He set the two beers down in front of me, said, “The two gents in the booth by the window, hats hanging on
he clothes hook. They run a tab.”
I picked up the draws by the handles, felt somewhat unsteady and out of place moving around the tables, set
the beers down on their booth table, and picked up their empties. They continued talking and merely nodded
at me.
I returned to the end of the bar, and he handed me a tray with a bottle of Schlitz, a glass, and what looked like
two bourbons on the rocks. “Table by the shuffleboard. Get three dollars and forty cents. They’ll tell you who
gets what drink.”
I came back with a five and Mike made change. “Cheap bastids didn’t tell ya to keep it eh?” He slid the change
at me. I dropped it off at the table where three questionable looking guys stopped talking as I did so. Probably
planning a bank robbery I thought.
“Get back here and make what I tell ya,” he said, motioning with his head to behind the bar. I stepped up a
couple of inches on some slatted flooring, again, feeling conspicuous, though a bit taller. I assumed the rails
were for spilled beverages but they seemed odd to walk on.
“Two draws, two shots, a scotch and water.”
I looked around for the mugs, found them, started filling one.
“Slower. You’ll get all suds that way. Tilt the mug some.” He sort of drawled everything out of the corner of
his mouth in a forced higher register and if he was imitating WC Fields he was doing a damn good job of it. I
chortled appreciatively.
“Somethin’ funny, kid?”
“Uh no sir,” I said, immediately realizing this was just the way he talked naturally. “I’m just wondering what I’m
doing...”
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“Well if you don’t know, how the fuck you gonna be my night guy?”
I grabbed two shot glasses and reached for a bottle of bourbon. He stopped my arm and said, “When they just
say shot, use this.” He pulled a bottle of Colonel Lee, handed it to me. It had a pour cork in it, I glugged two
pretty healthy shots, but not too full to carry. Mike nodded, approvingly.
“Now when they name a whiskey, this here’s a list for cost. Most everything’s the same except for Chivas and
Wild Turkey. It ain’t rocket science, and it ain’t art school.” then he added, “Mitch.”
“How’d you...?”
“I never forget a face, a name, or how someone acts. You was polite to my ol’ lady when she was helping out
one night. Shitty tipper but hey, you’re a student.”
I hadn’t been in there for months, hardly remembered that time the woman waited on us, but vaguely formed
a picture of her in my mind. She’d been harried, not particularly memorable.
“How is your wife?”
“Shot in a holdup.”
“Oh, shit! I...I’m sorry...”
“Her own damn fault. She held up a federal marshall, fucker was armed. Doing five to twenty for that.”
I couldn’t speak. He said “Scotch and water, c’mon, c’mon.” He pointed to a lower-priced Scotch. I poured,
looked for a tap. He touched a pair of chrome knobs, said “Always use this for water, this for soda. They want
Coke or 7up or whatever, use the bottles.”
“Who gets this?”
“End of the bar. Beer and Scotch first. Come back and get the shots. Those three clowns in suits. I was kidding
about the ol’ lady. She’s fine.”
I brought a ten dollar bill back. Mike showed me how to open the cash register for a sale, counted out the
change. I laid it on the bar nearest the guy who’d paid and he slid a dollar bill at me. “Thanks,” I said, took it to
Mike who told me to stick it in my pocket.
It went like that the rest of the night. Mixed drinks, cocktails, beers and shots, nothing fancy. I made change
from the register. It was a fairly busy night so I didn’t have much time to worry about how I was doing, I was
just doing. During a lull he showed me where a sap was under the bar, and a sawed off shotgun, shells. He said,
“Never use these. They’re here for moral support only.”
“You ever use them?”
“Once or twice. Hell ain’t half full, but it got a little more crowded couple years back.”
“Would you tell me about it?”
“Nope. Talkin’ about that shit is bad luck.” He began pulling glasses out of the soapy water, rinsing them and
turning them upside down on the grated drain area after holding them to the light. “Never leave soap bubbles
on glasses and mugs. Keep a pot of coffee going until closing time. Some guys like Irish Coffee, some cops come
in just for coffee.”
He poured the burnt old coffee out, made a fresh pot.
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“That shotgun?” he said. “Most of the time we got customers who carry a piece, couple PI’s, plainclothes cops,
a connected guy or two. They like us and there’s no use goin’ for that scatter gun. They’ll take care of you,
anything comes up. And that’s why nothin’ ever comes up. Only a fool would try to rob this place. But then
there’s a lot of dumb fucks out there. You’re in here alone? Someone comes in who’s hinky? Step on this.” He
pointed with his foot to a large button on the floor by the cash register.
“Empty the drawer of ones, fives, tens, give it to ‘em. The hundreds and most of the twenties go here, as
they mount up.” He dropped a twenty dollar bill in a slot by the register, opened a door beneath it showing a
combination safe.
“You don’t know the combination. Lock doesn’t work. Door pulls open any time.”
I had to assume that he knew all about me from Dave who also knew my folks and probably vouched for my
character and any virtues. Mike was not a careless sort. And this first night trial by fire was the best way to
see what I was about. It worked, and the night flew by to when he clicked the house lights twice for last call,
Another half hour and I’d be heading back to my rented room and blessed sleep. No classes until ten. If this job
paid anything it was perfect.
He gave me a twenty, said I had the job at more than the mortuary paid, and the tips I got, so I was euphoric. It
seemed like a busy fun job and the time went fast. I could study at slow times. Maybe sketch the customers.
I worked with Mike a couple of nights until he felt comfortable leaving me on my own, but he only did that on
slow nights; he was always there on weekends and Wednesday, which was a heavier night for some reason.
Hump day, he called it. On a Monday, when I was alone, a gent and a lady dropped in; she was well dressed,
attractive, wore green, redhead. The guy had on a suit and tie and fedora, pocket handkerchief. I think they
were slumming and he had hoped to come upon some fighter or someone he may have known. At any rate,
she said she’d have a sidecar. He had a cocktail, easy enough, but I had to go to the Mr. Boston drink book for
hers. I’d heard of a sidecar but didn’t know the ingredients, and told them so, but also told them to bear with
me. I made the drink, even to the fine point of dusting the wet rim of the delicate glass with sugar.
She drank it, no complaints, and the guy tipped me well. She sat at the bar and twirled a bit coquettishly,
happy with a buzz, or the occasion. I think he played some FatsWaller on the juke box. Probably lovers or
having an affair, thirty five, maybe forty. She eyed me several times, and smiled when I noticed. Even winked
once.
Then The Angel came in. He stopped on his way to the bar, a bit surprised I guess that Mike wasn’t there. The
Norwegian Angel, a pro wrestler. I knew who he was from his framed picture on the wall among the boxers,
ballplayers and a couple of B-movie actors. He raised his chin at me as a greeting, took a stool down the bar
from the couple.
He was huge. And his face was unusual, sort of pushed in in the middle, pronounced forehead and chin. When
he smiled, it looked painful. Mike had told me if The Angel ever came in, give him one on the house, maybe
two if I felt like it, but at least one. He’d pointed out his signed picture to me and I’d been transfixed by the way
the big man looked. Mike had said, “Gambler. In over his head, poor s.o.b.”
The condition he had was called acromegaly and Mike said it’s a bitch to live with, all kinds of side problems;
headaches, vision changes, skin tissue thickening, but the main one is what they used to call gigantism and
the resulting overgrowth of various areas. The redhead called attention to one of those areas; his hands. In a
rather loud voice she said to her friend, “My god, Floyd, look at his hands!” I found myself looking at his hands,
and they were quite large, fingers like cucumbers. I looked back up at him and said, “Yessir, what’ll you have?”
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“Draw beer, shot of Turkey.” By that time, the redhead was next to him and her gentleman friend was standing
where he had been, looking mildly amused. He lit a cigarette with an expensive-looking gold lighter, pushed his
hat back on his head slightly, watching her.
“I’ve seen you somewhere, haven’t I?” she said to The Angel.
“Could be,” he said. “Movies. All bad. The ring. I wrestled for years.”
“Movies. That’s it! A scary one.” She had hold of his right hand and was sort of caressing it, examining it. He
extricated his hand, said, to me, “Got a fifty cent piece?” I pulled one from the cash register and handed it to
him. He took a very ornate trophy ring off one finger and held it above the bar, dropped the coin through it,
smiled at her.
“Floyd, c’mere, you gotta see this,” she said, excitedly to the other man. “His finger’s so big, you can drop a
half-dollar through his ring...” Floyd gathered up his change, left a bill on the bar, and sauntered over. The
Angel looked at him, and his face changed; he lost some color or something, then let out a sigh.
Floyd said, “It’s okay, finish your drink.”
The Angel licked his lips, looked at his hands, slipped the ring back on. Then he downed the shot, took a long
pull on the beer.
Floyd handed some keys to the redhead, said, “Go get the car. Pull it down the street about a block that way.
Leave it running and stay behind the wheel. Wait for us.”
I thought about the shotgun. But nothing was overtly wrong. Maybe Floyd was a cop. Two guys in a booth kept
hollering “Medic!” One of them was circling his hand in the air for another round.
Floyd looked at me. “How old are you, kid?”
“Twenty one.”
“You got fifty, sixty years, you work it right. Those guys want a round. Get it.” He didn’t smile, he didn’t frown,
he looked neutral. It was all the same to him. I nodded at the two in the booth.
“Be right there,” I said. I didn’t push the button on the floor when I walked toward them, wiping my damp
hands on my half-apron.
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three envelopes
boris timberg

The envelope sat on my kitchen table absorbing time and tarnish, inside two hundred dollars mostly ones. It
was on my list of things to do, write the check to One Day’s Wages, a Seattle based non-profit, “a movement
of people, stories, and actions to alleviate extreme poverty.” Tasha had shown me a video about digging wells
in Liberia. I shared the video with my students who then raised/donated money for ODW. Sending the check
was on my list, but calling Robert was on my mind.
Also on my list: Hatboro cleaners, Altamonte’s, Home Depot, renew referee certifications, return skis, fix taillight on driver’s side, clean up dog-shit, paint dining room, and uninstall programs to liberate memory on my
laptop. I order my day according to the geography of errands. I rush to leave my house without breaking and
swallowing half-a-pill. Tasha texts me the lyrics of a song; everybody needs a place to rest.
Afternoon brings a sour in my stomach and a shiver in my skin. Nighttime spreads restless through my legs. At
midnight I’m downstairs on my stationary bike. Grape juice and a Klonipin, by morning I’ll be third day narcotic
free. I’ll be showered and at work. The day will be hectic, students needing answers, emails needing responses. After work I’ll get to the post office, walk the dogs, empty the trash, pay bills, tape molding, and masturbate.
Evening’s itinerary of withdrawal: I drink strong coffee, smoke sweet ganja, and write. I notice the envelope
on the kitchen table still fluffy with green, tempted to text Robert, do something else! I watch “Midnight in
Paris.” It’s raining but the dogs need air. I dress in layers organizing sweat between my chills. We walk for
miles trudging off dependency, sniffing at fertility in the night. A hot shower is more to do. I invent a new sequence: shampoo, condition, soap, shave, and stroke; only a trickle of semen rises. I slump against the pinkish
tile.
Chew four Mylanta’s, brush my teeth, gag and vomit peppermint. In bed I read about a short order cook in the
desert who communes with the dead. Tasha gave me the book and holding something hard is helpful. I want
to be solid. Another Klonipin and a prayer for sleep; four days without Vicodin, Percocet, or Codeine; I dream
about pills in a shoe box. I shake the box with two hands and listen to companionship: One for hunger, two for
tired, three for pain, and four for wild. I wake up in a sweat and strangle more cum from my cock. It’s 3:00 am.
Downstairs I roll burgundy paint onto my dining room walls.
At first light I wrap tin foil around brushes and shrug at the color. I sleep two hours of bliss or relief. A hotter
shower and thermal next to my skin, I leave the house but then return. Morning’s sun turns burgundy into
blood. I Google One Day’s Wages, find an address, and scribble it on a fresh envelope. I write a check for two
hundred dollars, open the old envelope, stuff the cash into my wallet, and discover a letter my students wrote.
I fold their letter carefully around the check and place it in the new envelope. It is Easter morning but the
return address label is full of Christmas. The taste of glue is a junky substitute. Find a mailbox and get flowers
for my mom’s; my list is shorter today. I want to leave my house without checking my pockets. I want ethics
more than pills. I want the fifth day to elongate into spring.
The morning of April 8th delivered a third envelope to my desk at school. It was hand written from a man
named Eugene Cho in Seattle, a thank you from One Day’s Wages, to me and my “wonderful students.”
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nothing in me that is not taut
robert vivian

That day in August long ago just before sundown when I was eight years old in Omaha after a day of mindless
play that had me as close to wildness as I would ever be, the locusts cranking up and winding down their metal
chutes that would always make me think of the beginning or end of the world or that God was on his way trailing thunderheads in the distance in the shape of charging horses, I found myself crawling through the bushes
of a neighbor’s backyard to get a better, more secretive view of him cleaning his pistol on his backyard deck for
I coveted the pistol and wanted what he held, what he was, what I must have sensed even then I would never
be. He sat there quietly on his patio facing me about thirty feet away with various tools laid out before him
on the table like a watchmaker or jeweler, small brushes and picks and a white cloth no bigger than a pocket
square, and I watched him clean his pistol with patience and care and what I see now as quiet pride resolute as
any water right, his blue-black hair and handsome craggy face like an actor out of a Western who had decided
to leave his cowboy hat and lasso inside.
The pistol was a gleaming piece of beauty, maybe a vintage Colt .45 as dark as his hair though I was no good
then or now at identifying the make or model of a firearm, and I watched him with my chin above the ground
beneath an overhanging branch just a few inches away from my forehead that somehow framed him more
exactly, the dirt warm and dry in the bores of my nostrils I can still smell if I close my eyes and breathe deeply
enough, the kind of dirt I had no way of knowing would always possess me in a backward glance westward, the
dirt of my boyhood but also the certain dirt of my mortality and what any dream must return to, the essential
dirt that we are. “Imaginary Lover” played softly from a transistor radio beside him and ever since that song has
come to haunt me in some disquieting way I’ve never understood as a thin bright wire hard as copper ran the
length of my body inside and held me together so tightly and also threatening to pull me apart all the days of
my life, taut as the head of a drum as it continues to be, never loosening except on rare occasions when peace
eases through me like a sigh.
So when he slowly and almost ceremoniously lifted the gun and aimed it at me and pulled the trigger, saying
“Bang” above the sound of the radio I was already dead and already falling, and the bright copper wire that
held me together so tightly inside, like a humming power line stretched between two towers, snapped and
fell away and I was scrambling to get out, cutting my back and arms on the prickly brambles that I thought had
hidden me and I felt the thorns tear through my T-shirt and jeans but I didn’t care because he had seen me and
shot me and I had to find some other hiding place to die as the last thing I saw was him smiling at me as if the
years to come would somehow prove him right that shooting me was the most merciful thing he could have
done and he delighted in the calm certainty of it as a wave of embarrassment and shame washed through me
that quickly turned to grief where the wire had been, a grief so inexplicable and total its source must have come
somewhere outside of myself as I finally made it out of the thicket and was running for home, the wire inside
me that had always kept me so taut broken now and useless, dragging behind as I ran like the frayed ends of an
extension chord that no longer worked, like the lines of a ship that had been cut by an axe, or like the artificial
scalps I had seen once in an antique store hanging on a rack in every color of human hair that looked so much
like the real thing as if they really had been hacked off somebody’s head who had been left to die by in a ditch
out near Boy’s Town or beyond, no one coming to rescue them as they stared up at the sky and life leaked out
of them, one gutshot rasp at a time.
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the american
james cripps

It was after dark and the Fijian air was thick. Clouds congregated in grumbled conversation, blacking out the
starlit nightscape of the Pacific. My fourteen-year-old self followed a path lined with fiery torches to the island’s dining area; the smell of kerosene spilled into the tropical-sweet air of damp flowers and banana leaves.
As I approached the eating area, whispers of intermingled voices permeated the humidity and swelled to a
buzzing commotion of vivacious dinner chatter.
There was only one restaurant on the island and I use restaurant in the loosest sense of the word. At its base
function it operated as such but traditional dining convention had been exchanged for an atmosphere of relaxed, tropical escape, never more apparent than by the kava-swilling band huddled in the corner. The roof was
thatched, the bar was varnished fir and the floor was simply sand; however a recent monsoon had left everything damaged, tired and worn-out. On this point, the structural tact of having only three walls came to favour,
diverting the guests’ eyes out across the black, wavy sheet of the ocean, the rhythmic sound of lapping waves
the only affirmation of nature’s pulse. Sinking into one of the unoccupied canvas chairs at our table, I joined my
parents, the sand cold between my toes.
‘Is this seat taken?’ A strong American accent commanded our attention. I turned to see a weary, sunburnt
face. His peeling skin made me think of premature decay. My father motioned that the seat was available and
we were joined by the lonely American.
I had seen him around the island over the past few days. An invisible mosquito net of disinterest seemed to
shield him from the holiday-hum of the other guests. He always looked tired, reading his book by the pool. I
imagined he passed nights laying in bed, eyes open but switched off. Perhaps he forgot to turn himself back on
one morning and just sacrificed himself to the ebbs and flows of existence.
To our displeasure he had brought this odious manner to our table. Undeterred, Dad, drawing upon his heritage of manners, engaged The American in banal small talk; Mum, a more reserved creature, shied away into
her wine. It was forced, as the initial stages of all small talk between men is, but there was a determination in
my father, a resolution to make this stuck-up Seppo speak to us.
My father was the product of a conservative upbringing, an upbringing he wished, consciously or not, for me
to share. He was a man who had a broad view of the world but from a somewhat myopic point of departure—
a self-proclaimed exilic enclave of cogent traditionalism. He wanted me to experience life, but through his
eyes. In retrospect it was only natural that my longing for a world less censored drew me to a figure as potentially caustic as The American.
Before long, Dad had embarked on a cathexical crusade, funded by either ego or disdain: a battle in which the
terms of surrender would be a conversation. Yet surprisingly the American seemed willing—perhaps he was
simply waiting for us to make the first move. Was this big American shy? In the meantime, the rest of the seats
had become occupied and generic travel talk ensued, quick to absolve itself to a forgettable peripheral natter
as my interest increased in The American.
Names were the first to be exchanged, although I cannot remember his—something apt like Andy or Rick
perhaps. Next was profession. He was a diagnostic physician, ‘like House from TV,’ he said curtly. But my father,
now joined by my slightly tipsy mother, besieged him further and soon enough we had penetrated, however
forcibly, this man’s world—never underestimate the aggressively perverse curiosity borne of a suburban exis-
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tence.
Before long we gleaned that he had clients all over the world, from the rich and famous to simply the rich. The
glacier of disinterest and arrogance had begun to melt into a pool of worldly, done-it-all disillusionment; and
within this pool, islands of cynical observations that had congealed over time into philosophies:
‘The rich and famous are often terrible people, they just happen to be rich and famous.’
We discovered that he had been traveling for the past three years, seemingly seen it all, tried it all. He told us
stories of LSD in Africa, mushrooms in Amsterdam; always ensuring that his home-made medical kit is in exactly the right order in case a hyperreal experience turns feral (his vision may be too impaired to read the labels,
you see). He had shied away from the five-star circuit claiming he had ‘grown tired of that crowd’ and he now
found himself taking refuge on this wounded Fijian island. He told us tale after tale of celebrities, the identities
of which he was not at liberty to disclose, that he had had to treat along with their inextricable personal instabilities. He explained how Christmas was the worst:
‘At Christmas the crazy get crazier. Unstable families fall apart, drug addicts relapse, the affairs come out into
the open, people spend more money than they can afford; suicide, murder. They all want to be with that
someone but usually have to be with others. Or worse, they are alone.’
Said with such adamant vindication, The American’s cynicism had even cut through Christmas, tearing it into
pieces of empty materialism and hysterical desperation. Misery’s seed, as if made fertile by the woes of others,
had here broken flower in a horrible, violent immortality. The American was a man who had lost his passion for
life and had traveled the world in search of it to no avail: a ghost chasing a dream’s shadow.
As the second bottle of wine arrived and our plates were cleared away, the stories flowed more freely. He was
soaked through with homesickness and looked forward to returning to America to see his daughter but with
no idea what to do with the rest of his life. He disapproved of his daughter’s boyfriend but feared becoming as
controlling and overbearing as his clients so he let her be. Of course his clients’ misery seemed to have already
taken its toll on him. Like storm waves belting against a cliff, I thought The American probably half the landmark he once was. I buried my feet further into the sand.
His stories, though, were never complaints, he was simply stating truths. Talking about it, his disinterest waned
a little. My father made several attempts to lighten the mood and, to his credit, even teased out a laugh or
two, but it was insufficient in healing the wound of despondency that seemed a chasm for the perpetual woes
of the world. He also listened to my father’s stories—that poked his interest just a little—but we were happy to
let him hold court, my father acting more as an excavator or usher for The American’s tales to find our ears.
Well after the meal’s end it was bedtime and we left our not-so-reluctant storyteller, a glass of wine now his
only companion. The restaurant was empty, a few giggles escaped the bar, and The American had again retreated beneath his invisible mosquito net. From a distance, the soft light accentuated the age lines folded
down his face: a surface deep and scathed by the violence of years. For a moment he had let us in—a tour of a
world impoverished under the employ of the modern day kings and queens: rich celebs that had steadily but
surely ushered in one American’s Great Depression. I prayed that I would never lay idle under such a dark pall
of human sadness.
As my parents followed the kerosene torches to our beds, I lagged behind, turning my head, checking on The
American. I felt compelled to stay, but I didn’t know why. And even after one almighty crack broke the clouds,
releasing big, lazy, tropical raindrops, I couldn’t quite bring myself to leave. It was only when the rain thickened, when The American was shrouded in misty obscurity that I finally turned away, that I fled to my buree.
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behind every dirty fighter is a clean pair of underwear
shane moritz

Inside the gladiator arena of her pregnant condition, the fetus garners an unblemished record that is
impressive to no one. His poor mother should be proud, but she is in too much pain, while the poor father is
embittered because the thing he put inside her, he did so unwittingly. “Whyn’t you tell me you stopped taking
the pill, Jamie? I could have fucking pulled out.” She’s not hearing him. She’s listening to Bob Marley and the
Wailers on expensive noise-canceling headphones. He sets his beer down on her solar plexus, while the fetus
dropkicks the placenta senseless. She moans. The poor father says, “I guess he never got the memo. That your
uterus isn’t a scene from Spartacus.” But the fetus is incorrigible, possibly all-warrior bad. He once put the
umbilical cord in a leg-lock so debilitating, he almost cut off his own food supply.
Fetus gets born and enjoys good health over a five-year stretch that sees Clint Eastwood put out nine films. It’s
not until the end credits of Every which way but loose that he assumes a stance and proceeds to pummel and
kick the sofa cushions with his fists and tiny feet. Poor father admits how he always wanted a boxer and the
young fighter’s little heart melts. “No,” he says, “I mean a pug-faced dog that kicks.” Knowing that the only dog
his dad ever owned he sold to a motorist at a gas station in rural North Dakota for a couple of candy bars, the
young fighter gets real upset. So where does that leave me, he wonders, besides trembling in fear every time
we pass a Chevron? The sequel to Every which way but loose, Any which way you can opens, and the young
fighter gets superjazzed, but his poor father takes his older brother Dirk to the Drive-In and dismisses him.
The next day, he is watching his sister sunbathe when the mother comes out and says, “Hey stop watching
Heidi sunbath, and write a letter to Clint, care of Warner Brothers. See if he’ll make a version that’s rated G.”
“Deer Clit,” he writes, an unfortunate beginning. “Kan yoo mak a moofy I kan wach two?” Luv, Shaiyannne. p.s.
I luv organrawtangs two.
Six years the fighter waits for a response and nothing from either Clint or his orangutan, so he takes up tennis,
him and the neighbor boy. He swings a Wilson Defender he buys with money he makes picking strawberries.
The fighter and Jimbo model themselves after a flamboyant French doubles team. Jimbo even considers
growing dreadlocks.
The summer the fighter becomes responsible for washing his underwear, he gets behind on his loads and
shows up to the tennis court in a punchy pair of hibiscus shorts without anything on underneath.
Their opponents are a couple of goofball blondes named Bill and Todd dressed in exquisite tennis whites. Bill
and Todd skunk them the first two games, but the young fighter and Jimbo continue calling them Martina and
Chris after the game’s two top ladies. The young fighter’s first two serves misfire badly and down two breaks in
the third game, he identifies a lovely angle for a winner, but misses the tennis ball entirely and the ball bounces
into his wiener, giving new meaning to the expression, every which way, but loose.
His face corrodes from the incredible pain he is experiencing.
Jimbo ceases to call them Martina and Chris after that. Prancing gingerly, young fighter, however, continues to
call Bill Martina (in his best castrato) because he is going to kick his ass. After losing the first set, both teams
change ends and the young fighter opts to take a shortcut over the net.
Bill is waiting, on the other side.
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With one leg over, Bill grabs the net and lifts, jamming it up hard on the young fighter’s middle, causing him to
yearn for the womb, where he once was warrior.
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the 25
neil ellis orts

Between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. is a dangerous time for the 25 bus.
I’m guessing.
At that hour, they travel in pairs, sometimes trios. I imagine the first coming to some uncertain territory and
slowing, loitering, feeling that gut feeling that it shouldn’t venture forward alone.
Or maybe it’s not danger. Maybe it’s just a lonely bus, or socially awkward, self conscious about its size when
surrounded by all those Accords and Civics. Even the Yukons and Scions and F150 pickup trucks are dwarfed by
the bulk of the 25 bus.
None of that helps me in my own uncomfortable, socially awkward waiting at the bus stop. That is where I am
as I imagine the 25 bus somewhere upstream, around Hillcroft maybe, stalling in an indecision that approaches
despair, mumbling, I can’t go on, I can’t go on, until another 25 bus pulls up behind it and the first can finally
say, I’ll go on.
Meanwhile, I and a gathering party of waiters and watchers look down the street, check the time, look down
the street again. We shake our heads, smile monolingually to each other at the sight of the two (or three) 25s,
resigned to powerlessness over our own forward movement but sharing the need for traveling mercies and
companions for the journey.
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che barba
anthony santulli

Beard, red folder. These were the things to look for. “I’ll be in the café at 5,” he said. “You’ll know who I am.”
Maybe Barnes & Noble wasn’t the best place to meet. Beards are common in bookstores. Unshaven necks
usually gather in Science-Fiction; the trimmed at Poetry; the pencil thin near Art. On occasion, there were
beards that didn’t match their genres; I saw mutton chops reading Romance novels, soul patches lounging in
Science, and combovers seated by Young Adult.
At 4:55 I compiled a strict inventory of every whisker, goatee, and mustache in the store.
“Do you need help finding anything?” an employee asked me. A woman, smooth-faced.
“No thanks,” I said. Liar. “I’m just looking.” Time passed with no sign of him or his red folder. His instructions
were useless; he could have been any one of these men.
The Italians use the phrase “Che barba!” when something is boring them. Translated literally, it means “What
a beard!” As my beard index continued to grow, I discovered an innate, primal quality about these men that
existed outside the realm of mere fashion. Boring wasn’t the word; they were possessors of man’s natural and
noble adornment. I had noticed this gruff disposition before. In 2011, I walked through the Vatican Museums
and took note of the detail ancient sculptors had put into their emperors’ beards. All that time chiseling out
the immaculate, tangled mess; the token of the superior nature. Nothing about my own appearance suggested
such divinity.
My mind was filled with inexorable visions of toffee popcorn caught in the fibers, magnified follicles, barbers
burned at the stake, beard as womb—beard, red folder—infinite strands split at the end, philosophers wise
in their unkemptness. A fat man reading the most current issue of Guns & Ammo possessed a full, white one,
epic in its grandiosity.
I felt guilty about shaving for the appointment, which was a minute away. I lacked the face of a revolutionary.
Try shaving with Occam’s razor. I could hear Luigi Pirandello, Michelangelo, and Luciano Pavarotti as they
scolded me for my plainness: “Il viso di un bambino. Che barba,” they said.
I paced the store, careful to avoid any direct eye contact. A minute late. Heads shifted in confusion as I circled
the Starbucks, but none with anything more than a five o’clock shadow. I must have looked ridiculous. Red
beard, folder. An early song by The Beatles was playing—four boys hairless in their youth. They all grew one
eventually. Five minutes late.
The idea of shaving suddenly felt unnatural; it would be a sin to cut the corners of my hair. Sinks clogged by
stubble, CFCs from shaving cream canisters, the endless rash—a shave that’s real, no cuts to heal, a soothing
velvet after-feel—landfills bursting with disposable razors, knitted beard hats designed to fit around your
whole face. My palms, synthetic in their softness, glided over my moisturized cheek again. I had fallen victim to
the cruelest tonsure. More men seated themselves around me, some scruffier than others. Red folder.
No. I needed to eat. I read the menu, careful to stay within budget. There was no room for waste in anything.
Shaved hair always goes to waste. The extra-long ones could make violin bows, slick in rosin and beeswax. The
white hairs, wise in their age, would make a smoother sound; the black a harsher one.
One more look. I surveyed the café and looked for any new faces. Miraculously, there was a man seated by the
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window that I had not yet seen. His eyes met mine.
“Anthony?” This rough beast, its hour come round at last. Yes. I shook his hand, overcome by a suffocating
apotheosis, but upon closer inspection I was shocked to find that the man’s beard had been flawlessly
trimmed, disappointing in its artificiality, and that his folder was not red, but maroon.
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sex and self in the sartorial city
thomas white

In the fashion world the cliché goes: “clothes are an extension of the personality.” But what about a society’s
personality?
Well I am not going to be able to give a full sociological take on all that in this short essay. But I do want to offer
some random meditations on Capital of the United States, and its relationship to culture, clothes, sex, and the
self.
The Sartorial City versus the 60s.
It is a mistake to see Washington DC’s armies of pinstriped suits as solely evidence of the city’s inherent
bureaucratic, soul-destroying, passionless, conformity (surviving no matter what party is in power).
I grew up in the “radical” 60s in the DC area, and remember the desperate attempt by the various hirsute
locals of that era to carve out a uniqueness that was nothing if not conformist.
Though I had all the standard issue opinions of the day, I always considered the Standard Issue Hippie Look
patently absurd, if not pathetic. The era is summed up for me by two girls I saw one day in 1969 wearing
identical T-shirts that read (in identical font) I am an individual.
But I must confess: despite fancying myself an authentic voice among the Great Revolutionary Phonies, I also
dressed for hippie success: Like everyone else, I wore Roman Sandals to my summer university course along
with long hair, tight jeans, and a peace symbol that swung dangerously from my neck like a blunt instrument.
So yes I too yielded to the conformity of non-conformity that was the 60s.
But the big difference is that the stereotypical “natural look” of the 60s specifically linked sex with clothingloose skirts, long hair, no bras, a lot of cleavage, all suggested a quick “piece” after a peace rally in front of
the White House-while today’s conformist grays and blues seem to have a more detached relationship to
sex. I once had a colleague make -what she took as- a nasty remark about another colleague, always neatly
appointed in tidy, well-tailored pinstripes, “that she could not imagine him having sex.”
But my take is exactly the opposite. Here is why: DC’s subdued, respectable “power” fashion, by diverting us
to non-sexual matters (the professional workplace where weighty bureaucratic decisions are made), brings sex
front and center. By being down right asexual (women are always careful not to show cleavage in the office:
pinstriped sundresses are an unknown item in any DC professional’s wardrobe), one’s sexual imagination is
supercharged. Erotic desires abhor an imaginative vacuum.
For me it is a pleasing retrograde arousal not unlike men in the 18th or 19th Century must have felt when they
were inflamed by seeing a shapely body bundled inside a thick dress and crinoline layers. Except in DC it is a
high neck pinstriped blouse beneath which I imagine the tender, delectable tits of a lusty bad girl, mapped with
outrageous tattoos, ready for action after the office Happy Hour on K Street.
Not only is power a quality aphrodisiac for some, but “power dressing “is a pretty good turn-on. And that
former colleague? I would suggest that what she really meant was that the neatly dressed guy, whom she
imagined as asexual, just did not turn her on, whether naked or professionally attired,
The ‘Casual (Anal)’ Day
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One is tempted to go down the quasi-Freudian road, and assert that DC fashion behavior is rooted in the Anal
Personality. Just consider for a moment the DC custom of ‘casual’ Fridays. No one/no one really dares show up
for work on a Friday in slovenly sweat shirts and baggy jeans. Rather it is something tidy, well-appointed but
with a bogus touch of the vaguely irresponsible, or nominally ‘free’ (for example, no tie, or perhaps expensive
designer running shoes).
“Real” casual would suggest a shocking lack of control, and that will not do in DC’s world where one’s life
is fully determined by regulations, and, even more to the point, strict but unwritten institutional customs.
Welcome to The Orwellian World of the DC Anal Organization Man/Woman as reflected in Casual Friday’s
Fashion Rule#1: Casual is Dressy.
But it is too silly to really go Freudian and assume all of this is rooted in the toilet training (note the danger
of this assumption: future DC employers, seeking buttoned down employees that are proper organizational
fits, might commission teams of psychologists to develop the psychological version of a stool sample, a
variation on the Rorschach Test).
Rather it is better to speak of understanding DC fashion—sorry I said I was not going to do it but here it
is-- through an Anal Organizational Sociology: We are what we wear, but we wear what we wear because of
where we work. Our Fashion Self is merely a nexus point --one among many--in one vast bureaucratic matrix
chart. There are no real individual fashion statements to make because there are no real fashionable selves to
make the statement. The problem is really philosophical: the self does not exist, but is only a kind of hologram
“fashioned” from a mash up of control freak -driven institutional forces and decisions; the term “Empty Suit” is
profound.
Yet I cannot stand those addicted to sloppy casual: I had a DC area house mate once who was a disaster; his
rumpled garb, cluttered house, and disordered world were of one piece. He could never wear a suit, even one
of those 1970s’ polyester numbers off the racks of a Good Will store. In DC among the interminably neatly
groomed and Anally Attired, he would be subject to summary arrest and prosecution. His fashion statement
was a subversive Diarrheic Style.
But I had to finally rebel and move out; my housemate was too much like meeting myself from the1960s when
I had a roommate that criticized me because of my own clutter problem-an extension of my tangled Hirsute
Hippie Look that sought to offend the precise sensibilities of the 1950s Starched White Shirt IBM Tribe.
Yes Organizational-Anal Fashion has is uses: precise, sleek, sexy, well-polished -- both erotic and aesthetic- not
a bad combination- it can give a creative bad boy/bad girl a helpful makeover --or better an actor’s costume
so that a free spirit can get a “real” day job in order to afford the kind of radical fashion that helps free that
spirit.
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